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SURFACE INTEGRALS, SPHERICAL COORDINATES AND THE
AREA ELEMENT OF Sn-l
N. Fava, G. Keilhauer and A. Larotonda

1. INTRODUCTION.

The object of this note is to discuss some geometrical aspects
ning the introduction of spherical coordinates in Rn : a simple
computing the area element of the unit spherical surface Sn-l,
sets which have to be left outside the transformation to get a
morphism between two open subsets of Rn and the manner in which
clusion affects Sn-l.
It seems unnecessary to remark
known and widely used, but the
to check, and we think that it
the field of Real Analysis, to
tion see also [11.

concer
way of
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diffeo
this ex

that the main formulas herein are well
approach is new as far as we were able
will be useful to advanced students in
whom it is addressed. In this connec-

Integrals are Lebesgue integrals and we assume familiarity with the
formula for changing variables in a multiple integral and the subject
(except for differential forms) of Spivak's book [31 whose notations
we have adopted. In spite of this, some definitions and theorems are
restated here in a slightly different form to fit the purpose we have
in mind.
All subsets of Rn are endowed with the induced topology from that of Rn.

2. HYPERSURFACES.

Let U be an open subset of Rn - 1 and <p: U __ Rn a COO mapping that we
write naturally in the form <p = (<Pl' •.. '<P n ). Then <p is called an immersion provided that it is injective and the jacobian matrix
(1 "

has rank n-1 at each

~oint

i " n

1 "k " n-1)

u

set H C Rn a hyperBurfaae if for each p E H there is an immersion
<p: U - - Rn such that S = <p(U) is an open subset of H with pES and
the mapping <p: U --+ S is a homeomorphism. The set S of this defini-
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tion is a "coordinate patch" and the ordered pair (U,op) a local chaI't·
or local system of coordinates at the point p. We have the following
theorem:

THEOREM 1. A non void set He Rn is a hypeI'suI'face if and only if foI'
each p E H theI'e exist two open subsets A and B of Rn with pEA and
a dif.feomoI'phism f: A ---+- B of class Coo. such that
A n H

{x E A: fn(x)

a},

=

wheI'e fn is the last component of the vectoI' f.

COROLLARY 1. If (U,op) and (V,w) aI'e two local chaI'ts of a hypeI'suI'face. such that op(U) = W(V) • then the mapping W- 1
diffeomoI'phism of class Coo.

0

'1':

U

---+-

V is a

COROLLARY 2. Let ~: E

--+ R be a COO function defined on an open subset E of Rn with grad ~ 1 0 at each point of E. Then foI' every number
t E ~(E), the set ~-I(t) is a hypersurface (by grad ~ we mean the Vec
tor function (Dl~, ... ,Dn~)' where Dk = a/a x k )·

Rn - {a} and ~(x)

For example, taking E
that Sn-l

3.

SURFACE

xi

=

+ ••• +

x n2 - 1, we see

~-I(O) is a hypersurface.

=

INTEGRALS.

We recall that if (U,op) is a local chart of a hypersurface H, then the
vectors vk(u) = aop/auk = (aopl/auk, ... ,aOPn/auk)' k = 1,2, ... ,n-1, gen~
rate an (n"l)-dimensional vector subspace of Rn which depends only on
the point x = op(u) and not on the local chart (U,op) at the point x.
We denote this subspace by Hx and call it the tangent space at x. If
we denote by N(u) a unit vector of Rn in the orthogonal complement of
Hx. then the area element of H is defined locally through the function

g(u)

I det

N(u)
vI (u)

I .

v n _ 1 CU )

In terms of the jacobian determinants
J k (u)

a(opl'···'~k,·,·,opn)

(k

1 ,2, ... , n)

acu 1 ,u 2 ,···,un _ 1 )

where the function with circumflex is omitted, the
written in the form
g(u)

= (~ J~(u))1/2.
k=1

fu~ction

g can be
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A function f: .H R is termed measurabl.e if for each local chart
(U,cp), the composition fo cp is measurable on U. If f is a non negative measurable function with support contained in the coordinate patch
5 = cp(U), the integral of f over H is defined by

fH

f da =

fu

f(cp(u)) g(u) duo

,.
Here the symbol da = g(u) du represents the area element of H. More
generally, if f is any non negative measurable function, we select a
countable family of coordinate patches (5 i ,i E I) which cover Hand
- subordinate to this cover - a family of continuous functions
hi: H R, i E I, such that 0';;; hi';;; 1, supp hi C 5 i and I hi = 1
at each point of H. Then the integral of f over His defined by

fH

f da =

L f

ie:I

H

fh. da.
1

A set E CHis said to be measurable if its characteristic function
is measurable and, in this case, the integral of the characteristic
function over H is, by definition, the are.a of the set E under consideration.
Let us consider two particular cases: suppose that for a local system
(U,cp) the function cp is of the form
cp(u1,···,u n _ 1 ) = (ul,···,un_l,W(ul,···,un_l))· Then if we write Wk
= DkW = awl aUk' the area element of 5 takes the form
da

(w 12

+ ••• +

2
wn-l

+ 1)1/2

duo

If, in addition to the last assumption, the points .of 5 = cp(U) satisfy
a relation of the form 4>(x) = q>(xl' ... ,x n ) = c, where c is a constant
and 4> a COO function such that 4>n = Dn4> ~ 0 at each point of 5, then
by differentiating with respect to uk in the relation
4>(ul,···,un_l,W(ul,···,un_l))
for the area element becomes

= c,

we get Wk

du~ = Igrad 4>1 du
l4>nl

=

-4>k!4>n and the formula

,

where all derivatives are evaluated at the point (u,W(u)).
Area is a a-additive function of a set which has the important
ty of being invariant under isometries of the space Rn.

4. RESOLUTION OF MULTJPLE INTEGRALS.

The following theorem will be needed:

prope~
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THEOREM 2. Let. E be an open subset of Rn and e: E --+ R a C~ function
which satisfies grad e ; 0 at each point of E. If f: E --+ R is a non
negative measurable function, then we have the formula

where dOt represents the area element of the hypersurface e-1(t).
Proof. At each point of E one at least of the derivatives ek = Dke is
different from zero and we may assume without loss of generality that
at a given point p we have en(p) ; O. Then the mapping (xl""'x n ) -+
-+ (u1, ... ,un_1,t) given by the equations
(1 )

t

whose jacobian determinant en is non zero at p, establishes a diffeomorphism between a certain open neighborhood VeE of p and an open
set W of Rn, by virtue of the inverse mapping theorem; the inverse
mapping being given by a set of equations of the form
(2)

X

n

In order to fix ideas, we assume for a moment that V

= E. then the sec

tion Wt = {u ERn-I: lu,t) E W} has the property that for each u E Wt
the point x = (u,w(u,t)) satisfies the relation e(x) = e(u,w(u,t)) = t.
This shows that equations l2) provide a global system of coordinates
for the hypersurface e-1lt), as u varies inside Wt . Therefore, from
the formula for changing variables and the last equation of the preceding section, we get

IE

I

f(x) dx

f(u,$(u,t))

W

I I

f(UzHu z t)) Igrad el du
Igrad el
lenl

I

f
dOt'
Ie-l(t) Igrad el

dt

=

1 du dt
lenl

e(E)

Wt
dt

If V ; E, the formula of the theorem holds, provided that the support
of f is contained inV. In the general case, we select a countable
open cover (Vi,i E I) of E with the property that the formula holds
for any f ~ 0 whose support is contained in some Vi' and the rest of
the job is done by taking a continuous partition of the unity on E su
bordinate to this cover.
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5. SPHERICAL COORDINATES.

Let us consider in Rn a mapping S given by the set of equations

(S)

Xl

r cos 8 1

x2

r sin 8 1 cos 8 2

x3

r sin 8 1 sin 8 2 cos 8 3

X
X

n-1

sin 8 n _ 2 cos 8 n _ 1

n

sin 8 n _ 2 sin 8 n _ 1

the domain of S being the infinite parallelepiped P defined by
r

>

0,

0

<

81

<

~

, ... ,

0

<

8n _ 2

<

~,

0

<

8n _ 1

<

2~.

By induction on n we prove that (i) S is injective; (U) r2 = xi + ••• +
n-1 SID
. n-2 8 SID
. n-3 8 "
+ X~; (iii) the jacobian of S has the value J = r
2
1
sin 8n - 2 ; (iv) if we allow the variables r,81' ... ,8 n -1 to take up
the values 0 and ~, then the image of S is a11 of Rn.
All these assertions are readily verified when n=2. In the general ca
se, we decompose S as the product of two transformations Sl and S2
thus:

(Sl)

Xl

xl

xl

r cos 8 1

x2

r 1 cos 8 2

r1

r sin 8 1

x3

r 1 sin 8 2 cos 8 3
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Xn

r 1 sin 8 2

...

sin 8 n-1

(S2)

8n-1

8 n-1

Obviously, Sl is essentially a transformation of the same tvpe as Sin
an (n-1)-dimensional space, while S2 is the familiar polar coordinates
transformation in the plane. So that if we assume that our assertions
hold in Rn-1, we get their validity in Rn from the preceding decomposition.
From assertion (iv) and the equations defining S, it follows that
Rn-S(PJis contained in the hyperplane xn = 0, a set of measure zero.
Since J#O in the open set P, it follows from the inverse mapping the~
rem that S(P) is an open subset of Rn and that S is a diffeomorphism
of class COO between P and S(P). It is illuminating to draw diagrams to
figure out what these sets are in the plane and in three dimensional space.
The mapping S may be written more concisely in the form
(3)

Writing r=1 in the preceding equation, we obtain the new mapping
(4)
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which defines ,a local chart of the unit sphere Sn-l as the point
= (a 1 , ... ,a n _ 1 ) varies inside the (n-l)-dimensional interval
(5)

L

=

{a: 0 < a 1 < 7f , .,. , 0 < a n _ 2 < 7f

,

0

< an _1 <

a

27f}.

Among other things, we shall see in the next section that the coordinate patch corresponding to (4) covers all of Sn-l except for a set
of area zero.
Note that S may still be written in the form x = S(r,a) = r S(l,a)
= rx', and that the jacobian of S has the concise expression

= r n - 1 g(a),

J

(6)

where g(a) = g(a 1 , ..• ,a n _ 1 ) represents the trigonometrical monomial
sin n - 2 a 1 ... sin a n _ 2 which is positive inside L.

6. THE AREA ELEMENT OF sn-l.

Keeping the ~otations of the preceding section, let M be an arbitrary
subinterval of L defined by

The Lebesgue measure of the domain

WR

=

{x: x

I~I

=

J

= S(r,a),

is
(7)

dx

=

wR

r

r

<

dr r n - 1

0

R, a EM}

J

g(a) da.

M

If we wish to express the area element of the hypersurface oR given
by the single local chart

x

= Rx'

RS(l,a)

(a EM),

we form the jacobians
3(x 1 ,···,i.,
].

... ,x)
n

Rn - 1 T.

].

(i

1 , 2, .•. , n) ,

the variable with circumflex being omitted and Ti = TiCa) being a cer
tain trigonometric 'polymonial. Hence, the area element of oR is
Rn - 1 h(a) da,
where h is a continuous function. So that the area of oR is given by
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I oR I

=

Rn-l

JM heel

de

=

Rn-l I°1 I ,

On the other hand, if we apply theorem 2 with E = wR' ~(x) = Ixl (the
euclidean norm of x) and f = 1, taking into account that in this case
Igrad ~I = 1, then we get

Therefore

But from (7) we also have

This shows that the continuous functions g and h have the same integral over any subinterval M of L and we get g = h; that is, the area
element of Sn-l as computed through the local chart (4) is dOl

=

= gee) de.
= 1011 (Rn/n)
n-l
which shows that any set of area zero on the sphere S
generates a
cone with vertex at the origin of measure zero and conversely. Area
and measure being invariant under rotations, our last assertion holds

Moreover, from the previous relations we obtain IWRI

for any set E c Sn-l.
Since Rn - S(P) is contained in a hyperplane, we conclude that the
coordinate patch corresponding to (4) covers all of Sn-l except for a
set of area equal to zero.
Writing dx' for dOl' from the formula for changing variables we obtain
a useful equation which holds for any non negative measurable function
f on the space Rn , namely

JRn

fex) dx = Joo dr r n - l J
f(rx') dx'.
0
sn-l

It is well known that the area of Sn-l can be obtained by taking in

this equation f(x) = exp[-(xi
rem to the left hand member.

+ ••• +

x~)] and by applying Fubini's theo

7. FINAL COMMENTS.
The computations of the last section were developed in [ 2]. The formu-

la for changing variables in a multiple Lebesgue integral is masterly
explained in [4].
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